Scholarship Administrator Instructions

If you do not already have access to the K-State Scholarship Network (KSN), please complete the KSN Access form and return it to iTAC (Nancy Becker) who will either grant or deny access. The form can be obtained by visiting the Foundation’s website at https://www.found.ksu.edu/financials/Academic%20Works%20Access%20Form-FINAL.PDF or by contacting the K-State Foundation Compliance Team at ksn@ksufoundation.org to obtain a copy of the form.

Please note that the Student Financial Assistance office requires documentation of FERPA training being completed before access to KSN is granted. Please contact SFA if you have not yet completed the FERPA training.

If there has been any change in staffing and you need to access KSN, please complete the form and submit it to iTAC.

Responsibilities of Scholarship Administrators may include:

- Assist/collaborate with the University and College to communicate scholarship opportunities to students.
- Establish review committees within KSN (if applicable) and provide review committee members instructions (e.g. how to evaluate financial need, merit, leadership, work ethic, character, etc.)
- Review qualifications and applicant pool within KSN.
- Award scholarships to students in KSN.

The following instructions provide guidance for using the KSN tool to review and award scholarships to students.
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Logging into KSN
1-Login to KSN as an “Administrator” by signing in to KSN at https://k-state.academicworks.com/ using your K-State eID and password.

2-Enter your user name and password. Click the “Sign in” button.

3-If you do not remember your password, please contact the IT Help Desk to reset your password.

4-If you have multiple roles in KSN, make sure you are logged in as an “Administrator” by hovering over your name and clicking on the “Administrator” role.
Interpreting the Dashboard
The dashboard provides you with an overview of how many applications you are receiving and which scholarship may need extra attention.

*Note: your view of the dashboard may be different than the screenshot below depending on how you customize your view.*

1-This will show you a grid of opportunities that have less than 5 applications.
*Note: this includes all qualified applications.*
2-This will show the number of conditional applications drafted or submitted for your college or department if you are using conditional application to capture additional answers from your students. Keep in mind, all students will initially start in the submitted category.
3-This shows the total amount available for funding and the number of awards available for your scholarships.
4-This will show you an overview of your total number of scholarship applications broken down by category.
1-To get back to your dashboard, click on “opportunity” and click “Dashboard”.
2-Click show/Hide to customize your dashboard.
3-Check or uncheck any items that you would like to add or remove from your dashboard.
4-This is a help icon that follows you through each page.

Note: you may not see a definition for all pages you are viewing.

5-This reveals your name and various roles.
1-Clicking on the “opportunity” tab will reveal various options including access to reports and opportunities.
2-Click “Portfolios” to be presented with additional options.
3-Click “All” to see all of your opportunities.
4-The “Encumbered Funds” reports will shows all awards for your scholarships.
   *Note: You can use the “Award Period, Categorized At, Category along with plenty other columns to filter your grid”.
5-Clicking on “Opportunities” will provide a grid view of all your opportunities.
6-Clicking on “Post-Acceptance” will provide a grid view of post-acceptance applications.
7-Clicking on “Renewal Applications” will provide a grid view of renewal applications.
Selecting an opportunity

1- The “Search” bar allows you to search by either the fund number, fund name or a keyword.
2- Displays your fund number.
3- Clicking on the current application cycle will provide you a view of the details tab, questions, qualifications, applications, etc.
   **Note: Make sure you are clicking on the correct cycle.**
4- Clicking on provides your funds criteria/qualifications.
5- Clicking on provides you with a list of qualified applicants along with a view of all their data (name, major, minor, GPA, ACT, SAT, EMPID, etc.). All data from your applicant grid view feeds from KSIS.
6- Clicking on provides who has been encumbered/selected for the scholarship along with the total amount available for awarding.
**Viewing the opportunity details**

When you click on the current application cycle, you will see more detailed information about the opportunity.

1.- The “Details” tab includes the fund name, fund number, scope (college/department), the MOU (should be reviewed before awards are made), fund type, consideration (this is to alert you that the MOU calls for things such as leadership, work ethic, drive, etc. since these are unmeasurable), opportunity amount (amount available for awarding), opportunity awards, etc.

2.- The “Questions” tab provides you with questions that the applicant will need to answer (if applicable).
3-The “Qualifications” tab shows qualifications/criteria for the opportunity. These are based off the MOU which reflects the donor’s intent.

Qualifications Tab

Qualifications are built into KSN directly from the criteria stated on the MOU.

- Students enrolled in the College of Human ecology (Undergraduate and Graduates)
- Preference to students from Shawnee or McPherson Counties.
- There are 48 students that match these qualifications.
- It is very important how qualifications are built. Collaboration with KSUF team is key to K-State’s success.

Eligibility from the MOU
The recipient of this scholarship shall be a student properly enrolled in the College of Human Ecology at Kansas State University. Preference shall be given to students from Shawnee County or McPherson County in Kansas. In all other respects, these funds shall be awarded without restriction to gender, race, color, disability, religion or national origin.

Note: students do not see qualifications.

4-The “Applications” tab shows a view of the applicant grid.

5-The “Reviews” tab shows the review group and reviewers the scholarship is assigned to.

6-The “Communications” tab is not currently in use in accordance to the University’s decision. It would typically show the automated offer and post-acceptance emails award recipients would receive.

7-The “Post-Acceptance” tab shows the post-acceptance grid which is used to collect thank you letters and much more.
Viewing the Applicant Grid
The applicant grid allows you to monitor how many qualified applications are being submitted for each scholarship.

1-Click on the applications tab to view applicants and their data points in a grid view.

2-The “Category” column will show all qualified applications in the “submitted” category. Once the selection and awarding process starts to take place, the categories will differ.

3-The “Qualification Points” column will indicate whether an applicant has met any of the qualifications groups. Some opportunities may have multiple qualification groups, therefore some applicants will have more than one qualification point if they meet multiple qualification groups for that opportunity.

Example
The qualifications for this opportunity is as follow:
1 point -> if you are an undergraduate student in the College of Education and have financial need with your home state as Kansas.
1 point -> if you are an undergraduate student in the College of Education and have financial need with your home state as Kansas and your home county as either Crawford, Douglas, Lyon, Pottawatomie, Riley or Saline.
***If an applicant meets both criteria, then they will receive two (2) points and should be considered rather than someone who only meets one of the criteria.

Note: Do not solely rely on the qualification points. It’s crucial that you read your MOU as well as review necessary data columns in the application grid as well as other factors defined by your college, department or committee to aid you select the best possible applicant.
4-The “Award Mode” allows an administrator to view all opportunities that an applicant has as application for, whether they qualify for the opportunity, any encumbered amounts the applicant has, etc. This feature allows administrators to award on an applicant basis rather than in each individual opportunity.

With all of the applicant data, the scholarship administrator can make informed decisions to award applicants from these applications, move them in to any category they choose or take no action at all.

A-This reveals 299 other opportunities that is being match with this applicant.

B-This reveals the student has 1 of 2 qualification points so you will need to click on the opportunity to see if there are more qualified applicants.
C-Click anywhere in the opportunity box for the view to expand or collapse.

D-Do not forget to click “update qualifications” if you made any changes/updates.
Verifying an applicant is unqualified

1-In the example below, the most points an applicant can receive is two (2). Clicking on the “qualification points” with the lesser points (1) reveals what the applicant doesn’t qualify for in the second and third screen shot.

2-The qualification(s) the applicant doesn’t meet are highlighted in red.
3–You can also click on the qualification they don’t qualify for to obtain more details. In this case, the applicant doesn’t qualify due to not meeting the Home Counties in the criteria.

Identifying Potentially Qualified Applicants

We will use the MOU criteria below to demonstrate how to potentially narrow the applicant pool.

**ELIGIBILITY:**

The one recipient of this scholarship will be an undergraduate student properly enrolled in Elementary Education in the College of Education at Kansas State University. Preference will be given to a student from the state of Kansas who exhibits financial need and has a minimum 3.0 cumulative grade point average, based on a 4.0 scale. In all other respects, these funds will be awarded without restriction to race, gender, national origin, religion, age, sexual orientation or disability.

1–Based on the criteria, there are 204 applicants that meet the requirements. Similar to excel, you can move your columns in any directions (left, right). In the screenshot below, “Qualification Points, Home state and Cumulative GPA UGRD” were all moved so they can be closer to other columns.

2–Based on the number of applications, you may have multiple pages of applicants.
3-You can narrow your pool of applicants by **filtering or sorting** as well as clicking in most of the boxes below each column header and using any of the options available.

4-In the second screenshot below, the “Cumulative GPA UGRD” column was also filtered by “>3.8” bringing in applicants with a cumulative GPA UGRD of 3.8 and higher. Our pool was reduced from the 204 to 52.

**Note:** You can re-arrange, filter, most columns in your grid to lower your pool of applicants. You can also click most column headers to sort A to Z or low to high. To reverse the sort order, simply double-click on the column header.

**Example:** From the set MOU criteria (based on donor intent), if your college requires applicants to have a GPA of 3.5 GPA and higher, you can reduce the number of applicants you see by adding qualifiers to a specific column. In this case, you can add “>3.5” in the “Cumulative GPA UGRD” field and then press enter to only bring in applicants who meet an UGRD GPA of 3.5 and above. This is up to you, your college/department or committee to decide how to further lower your pool of applicants.
Making an award to an applicant
1-Locate the applicant you have decided should receive the award and click the checkmark box.

2-Click on “Act on Selected” and click “Categorize”
3-Each applicant will start in the “submitted or drafted” category. Please read the following instructions carefully prior to encumbering/selecting students.

**Awarding to an Incoming Student:**
When encumbering/selecting an award for an incoming student, please use the “Pre-Accepted” category.

The Pre-Accepted category is used any time that a student is not being asked to accept an award within KSN. Students will be automatically moved on your behalf to an ACCEPTED status at a later time.

Once the applicant is moved to “Accepted”, an associated communication to this category is triggered and the post-acceptance notification is presented on the applicant’s dashboard in KSN.

**Awarding to a Continuing Student:**
When encumbering/selecting an award for a continuing student, please use the “Accepted” category.

Once an applicant has been categorized in the “Accepted” category, an associated communication to this category is triggered and the post-acceptance email is sent.
4-Once you have selected a category, you will be provided with the screenshot below to input the amount and to select the award period.

Note: Choosing $1000 or any other amount for “Fall 20/Spring 21” or any other two awarding period combination will split the amount where $500 will be awarded in Fall ’20 and $500 in Spring ’21.
5-Awarding more than what is available in the amount will either prompt one of the two messages below. You may want to review the amount available and lower the awarding amount.

**OPTION 1**

[Image of a user interface showing a message dialog box that says, “This will overextend this opportunity's funds by $200.00. Are you sure you want to do this?” with options to OK or Cancel.]

**OPTION 2**

This message will be displayed once you’ve made an award and refreshed your screen.

[Table showing initial opportunity fund information and award information with fields for Opportunity Amount, Committed Amount, and Total Remaining Amount.]
6-If the MOU specifies a minimum or maximum award amount, this will be captured in KSN already. In this instance, I’m given the message in red as there is a $500 minimum award amount as I was awarding an amount lower than the minimum specified. Once you are done with selecting the category, the amount and award period, click on categorize.

7-Refresh your screen after you’ve made an award to an applicant. You will notice that their category changed from “Submitted” to “Accepted”.
Reversing an Award
In case where you made an error or awarded to the incorrect student, follow steps 1 to 3 above and categorize your applicant back to the "Unencumbered" category and click "Categorize".

Downloading the Applicant Grid Report

A pop up screen appears once the "download report arrow is selected."
You have 2 options on the Download Report popup.

1. You can select the box Download documents and choose a range of rows to download and then select the green Download button.

2. Most likely you’ll want to download all of the applicants in your pool in which case you can just click the green Download button.

![Download Report](image)

**Note:** please keep in mind your downloaded file under the “Complete View” will contain every column. Once you have created and saved your customized view, you will be able to download only data contained/which you have added to your customized grid.

Clicking the “Download Report” box should primarily be selected if you are download a grid that contains documents.

Once you’ve selected to download your report, you’ll see a banner appear on the page stating “your report is being generated, and you’ll be notified when it’s completed”.

![Banner](image)
The notification will be delivered to your inbox and you can select the link and save as an excel file on your KSU approved laptop or computer temporarily.

Hi KSUadmin@ksu.edu

The opportunities report you requested is now available for download at the following link:

http://k-state.academicworks.com/reports/email_id=KSUadmin%40ksu.edu&key=reports%2Fopportunities%2FFall%2FFund%2520and%2520scope-1323219441.asp

Thanks!

We are bound by FERPA and the Higher Education Act (HEA) to protect the sensitive data of our students. Best practices are as follows:

- Never download reports on a laptop or computer that was not issued by Kansas State University.
- Minimize the amount of time you store the reports on your laptop or desktop. If you need the reports for a longer period of time, please save them on your OneDrive or your personal network drive.
- Never use thumb drives, flash drives, CD's, or other transportable media to store ANY student data.
- Minimize sharing of these reports, individuals accessing the data on these reports MUST have been through FERPA training and have a legitimate business need to see the data.

Note: the content in the email may vary.
1-Clicking on the “opportunity” tab will reveal various options.
2-Click “Portfolios” to be presented with additional options including reports
3-The “Encumbered Funds” reports will show all awards for your scholarships. This provides the names of students that you have selected to receive an award. The report also includes the fund name, number, award period, amount awarded, student name and EMPID and the remaining award amount.

*Note: You can use the “Award Period, Categorized At, Category along with plenty other columns to filter your grid”.

4-The “Funds disbursement” reports show all applications selected for an award as they move through the disbursable categories, which are tied to post-acceptance and renewals.
5-The “Opportunities” reports show the program/department funds that are built in KSN within your assigned scope. Excellence funds are not typically built in the system but can be by request if they are used to award students per the use of the funds section of the MOU.
6-The “Post-Acceptance” report will provide a grid view of post-acceptance applications which are all applications in the post-acceptance process within the user’s scope.
7-Clicking on “Renewal Applications” will provide a grid view of renewal applications.

*Note: You will also have access to download the Auto-match and Apply-to Applications (if applicable).
Creating your own customized grid
By default, the applicant grid will show a “Complete View” with all available column displayed.

1-Click on the icon shown below.

2-Name your view what you like it to be.

3-Click on the icon that has the three lines and you’ll get all the columns/data coming into KSN from KSIS. Check none and only select the columns that you would like to see.
4-Uncheck any unwanted columns you do not wish to see from the pop up screen. Click “None” to uncheck all columns.

5-Once you’re done, you’ll notice you get 2 additional icons on the left. Click on the “✓” to save your view.

Optional: once you have created your own customized grids of data points that you are solely wanting to view; you will also have the option to filter majority of the columns to your liking as you would in any grid view.

Example: If students are to upload an essay, you can simply locate the essay column and filter by <>BLANK. This filter will only reveal students who completed the essay.

Clicking in the column header displays the “𝑖” icon revealing the filter functionalities that you can apply. You can use any of the filters in the screenshot that you deem necessarily for your customized grids. Please remember to save by clicking on “✓” to retain your custom filters.
6-Click on the star to make your customized view your default.

7-To delete your own customize grid at any point, click on the “X”.

8-Once you have created your own grid. You can click the drop down menu to go back to the “Complete View” at any time.

9-If you would like your customized grid to be seen across all your opportunities, simple make the K-State Foundation Compliance staff aware of a fund that contains all the customized columns that you have created and we will have Academic Works/Blackbaud Award Management clone them for you rather than creating your own customized grid for each opportunity.

Note: All customized grids should include the “Qualification Points” column and should be filtered such that the most points sort to the top.
Completing Scholarship Reviews as a Scholarship Administrator and/or Chair

The ability to share student data with non-university employees is a decision to be made by the University not the Foundation. While KSN provides the ability to invite outside reviewers, the University still needs to investigate a process to ensure external reviewers have gone through the proper steps to ensure compliance with FERPA and other regulatory issues.

The decision has been made by the University to limit the reviewer process and email invitation solely to K-State internal faculty and staff members at this time. This will continue to be an issue to be addressed in the future.

Reviewer Invitation Email

*Note: Reviewer chairs can also be designated to review applications (this is up to the department/college).*

As a scholarship review committee member, you will receive an invitation email alerting that you have opportunities and applications to review when the review period is open.

Once the new Reviewer user has been assigned at least one application for review and the Review Date for the associated opportunity (or the General Application) has arrived, they will be sent the Reviewer Assignment Notification email alerting them of reviewing assignments. If this user has never been in the system before, the email will also contain a confirmation link to assist them in establishing their account. **No emails will be sent to reviewers unless:**

- the Reviewer has been assigned applications to review (work to do)
- the applications are on or past the Begin Review Period date, but the End Review Period date has not yet arrived
- To reduce the number of emails sent to these users, the system consolidates all changes to the Reviewer’s assignments into one daily "digest" Reviewer email, sent each evening at 3 AM (CST). This is the only time at which Reviewer emails will be sent out by the system.
Dear Willie Wildcat,

8 reviews were assigned to you today

http://k-state.academicworks.com/reviewer/opportunities?email_id=anamie%40kufoundation.org

Thank you for your time and consideration.
If you are also serving as a reviewer, you will need to switch your view from “Administrators” to “Reviewer” to complete reviews once you are logged in. This can be done by hovering over your name at the top left corner and clicking on the “Reviewer” role.

The reviewer homepage will display each scholarship you are assigned to review, along with the review period and the number of reviews assigned to you. Once the review period has ended, you will still be able to view your reviewers but you will not be able to complete any unfinished reviews.

To complete your reviews, follow the steps below. Make sure to pay attention to any instructions in your review group, in addition to instructions your review committee chair may give on evaluating need, academic achievement, etc. These categories may be evaluated in different ways by different review committees.

**Reviewing Best Practices**

- Please only review the information applicable to the scholarship you are reviewing.
- Many scholarships don’t define how to judge academic achievement, work ethic, etc. Your administrator or review committee should determine how to evaluate them.

*Please note: while other reviewers will not be able to see your reviews or ratings, the chair of your review committee and the opportunity administrator will be able to see your ratings and read your comments.*
1-Once you log in, you will land on the Reviewer portal where you will see a list of opportunities or applications that you have been asked to review.

2-Clicking on the opportunity name allows you to view the opportunity details. You will see the basic financial, additional information, dates, etc.
3. To begin reviewing, select the scholarship you would like to review by clicking on the number of assigned reviews.

4. Before you begin reviewing applications, it’s important to click on the “Opportunity Details” button. This will reveal any review deadline, awarding amount or any scholarship description if applicable.
When reviewing a student’s application, you will be provided with the student’s answers to questions on their general application, conditional application (if one was required for their college or department), and apply-to application (if additional questions were required such as essays or uploading an art work) and imported data from their student record. Please disregard any information that is not required for the scholarship you are reviewing.

5-To review a student’s application, click on the “Begin” button.

6-While reviewing an individual application, reviewers can use the review and application tabs to toggle back and forth between reviewing and evaluating.

Select the view you would like to use to review applications. The “Review” tab reveals review instructions set by administrators such as rubrics and questions you will need to complete if applicable.

The application tab reveals answers on the applicant’s General Application, as well as any imported, opportunity specific, or conditional application information (if present). Click on the “Side-by-Side” tab will display a full screen view of both the Reviewer and Application tab information. When ready to return to the normal view, clicking on the “Exit Side-by-Side” button will return the reviewer back to the basic reviewer portal view.

Note: There is a bookmark checkbox which allows you to place a reminder to any application or candidate you would like to re-visit at a later time.
### Instructions:
Thank you for your assistance in evaluating all of our candidates this year. Please remember to answer all required questions on your form and to submit all reviews before your deadline. For scores, a 1 is low and a 10 is high. If you have any questions, please contact [contact information].

### Test Student3

**Bookmark**
- Mark this applicant in your list of evaluations so you can easily find them again.

**Give an overall rating of this application**
- **8.0**

**Financial Need**
- **8.0**

**Academic Performance**
- **10.0**

**Supplemental Performance**
- **7.0**

**Overall Impression of Applicant**
- **8.0**

**Rate this applicant**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial Need Essay</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Service</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Is the applicant’s financial need temporary?**
- **YES**
- **NO**

**Has this applicant met all requirements for this scholarship?**
- **YES**
- **NO**

**Is this applicant a finalist?**
- **YES**
- **NO**

**Reviewer Comments (optional)**

This recipient would be a great finalist for this scholarship.
7-When you are in the “Application” or the “Side-by-Side” view, you can minimize the student’s General Application or Conditional Application easily access the information provided for that scholarship.

8-Complete the rubric ratings if applicable. Rating scales may vary by review group. Generally, the highest number will always be the best rating you can give an applicant and the lowest number will always be the worst rating you can give an applicant.

9-Complete any questions if applicable. Some review groups may not have required questions. The reviewer comment notes may be useful to you to capture your input regarding the finalists, especially if your committee will be meeting at a later time to discuss the finalists.

10-If you would like to finish your review at a later time, click the “Save” button. When you have completed your review, click the yellow “Submit” button. You will then be taken to the next review that needs to be completed. After submitting your review, reviewers may continue to update their reviews throughout the review period.

A reminder email notification will be send to reviewers stating there are remaining evaluations and the review period is approaching soon.
11-Please remember to submit all reviews before your deadline.

**Note:** It may be best to select an alternate or two scholarship recipients in case, the first (1st) recipient becomes ineligible before the awards are paid out without requiring the committee to select an alternate recipient. This is for you and your committee to decide.

**Reviewer groups – Chair Only (this can also be anyone setting up the group)**

1- Login to KSN as an “Administrator”.

Importantly, it is crucial to adhere to the review period deadline to ensure the timely and accurate selection of recipients.
Once logged in, make sure your view is set as “Administrator”. If not, hover over your name and make sure you to click on “Administrator”.

2-Please provide the K-State University Foundation (KSUF) Compliance staff a list of funds you would like reviewed by your reviewer along the review period beginning and ending dates at ksn@ksufoundation.org.

The Compliance staff will input these dates in the system and confirm with you once those dates have been added. Once confirmation has been provided by the KSUF Compliance staff, you may start creating your reviewer groups.
Creating Reviewer Groups (creating groups, adding reviewers, qualifications, questions, rubrics)

Do not forget to click on the “update” or “save” button under each tab if any changes were made.

**Step 1:**
1-Click on “Opportunity”.
2-Click on “Evaluators”.
3-Click on “Reviewer Groups”.

**Step 2:** Click on “Create a Reviewer Group”.

---

1. Click on “Opportunity”.
2. Click on “Evaluators”.
3. Click on “Reviewer Groups”.

2. Click on “Create a Reviewer Group”.
Step 3: You will then see a screen similar to the one below to complete.

1-Name (not seen by reviewers): choose a name for your committee group.

2-Group Information (not seen by reviewers, only visible to the chair): this can be a description of who makes up this group.
   - Ex: This group is made up of faculty members or this committee evaluates all applications for scholarships in the college of…

3-Scopes: this allows you to assign a scope that only belongs to your college/department.

4-Source: You will see an option for “General Application” and one for the “General Application Plus your conditional application for your specific college”. You can choose whether you would like your reviewer(s) to solely review the applicant(s) general application(s) or the general application(s) PLUS the conditional application(s).
5-Assign Reviews (two options):
  
  o **Manually** (very manual process): this means that you will be able to manually select individual applications to be assigned to individual reviewers. (As the number of applications increases, this can be a very labor-intensive setting).
    
    *Example*: If you have a situation where there are conflicts of interest that mean a particular application cannot be assigned to a particular reviewer, then it is recommended to utilize this option. If neither scenario applies, it’s strongly recommended that you utilize “automatically assigning applications” – Further instructions available in Step 6, number 6.

  o **Automatically**: your reviewers will be automatically assigned to applications.
    
    *Example*: selecting at most 2 reviews per application means that each application has the potential to be reviewed by 2 different reviewers, but will be reviewed no more than 2 times.
    
    - Automatically assign every application to every reviewer: all applications will be automatically assigned to all reviewers within the group
    - Automatically assign at most 1 review per application: each application will be automatically assigned to one reviewer. And so on up to 5 reviews.

6-Only Qualified Applications: if this is checked, the system will only assign applications at the submitted category (excluding those in the drafted category).

Click “create group” once you’re done to save your information.

*Note: you are able to update information on the group once it’s been created. Be sure to click on “update group” to save your information.*

**Step 4:** Once you have created the group by clicking “Create Group” you will be taken to a screen similar to the one below where you will be able to “**detach**” the group from the default setting and create your own sets of questions or rubrics you choose to have this reviewed by your administrators.
You will receive the pop up message below. Click “OK”.

Step 5: Once you have clicked “Detach” and “OK”, you will be able to edit the following fields and tabs:

- Group Reviewer Note located under the details tab (this field can be used for any instructions you would like to provide to reviewers in this group or to provide contact information for someone in your college/department to contact with questions). You will be able to edit this field once detached.
- Questions
- Rubrics
The ability to share student data with non-university employees is a decision to be made by the University not the Foundation. While KSN provides the ability to invite outside reviewers, the University still needs to investigate a process to ensure external reviewers have gone through the proper steps to ensure compliance with FERPA and other regulatory issues.

The decision has been made by the University to limit the reviewer process and email invitation solely to K-State internal faculty and staff members at this time. This will continue to be an issue to be addressed in the future.

**Step 6:** Complete the following tabs as necessary

Do not forget to click on the “update” or “save” button under each tab if any changes were made.

1-“Details” tab: contains settings and can be used to capture notes to reviewers on how to select appropriate candidates or who they may contact with questions.

2-Opportunities: select the appropriate opportunities you would like reviewed by reviewers.

If you choose to “Manually” Assign Reviews in Step 3, please follow these instructions to manually select individual applications to be assigned to individual reviewers.
1. Make sure you are under the “Opportunities” Tab of the reviewer group.
2. Check the box.
3. Click the opportunity or opportunities you would like to assign. Refer to step 6 if you are unsure on how to get to the “Opportunities” Tab of the reviewer group.
4. Click on “Update Group Assignments”.
5. The reviewer(s) you added to the group earlier on in the process will show up. Click on “Assignments” to assign applications to your reviewer(s).
6. You can search by name, email address or UID or scroll through the pages to view additional applicants.
7. Click on “Assign Selected” once you are done.

Do not forget to click on the “update” or “save” button under each tab if any changes were made.
3-Reviewers tab: this allows you to add reviewers to the group

Note: Make sure to add all your reviewers to your group at least a day ahead of the review period starting date.

*If the K-State internal faculty and staff members who you intend to invite as a reviewer is not populating in KSN, please type their email address.

To add a Reviewer

- Click Add Reviewers
- You may either use the search bar to select existing users in your system, or you may add numerous new email addresses at once by typing each new address on a new line and then clicking the "Add or Invite" button. These users will then appear in your Reviewers list, and will be available to include in any Reviewer Group

How will the reviewer be contacted?

Once the new Reviewer user has been assigned at least one application for review and the Review Date for the associated opportunity (or the General Application) has arrived, they will be sent the Reviewer Assignment Notification email alerting them to new reviewing assignments. If this user has never been in the system before, the email will also contain a confirmation link to assist them in establishing their account. **No emails will be sent to reviewers unless:**

- the Reviewer has been assigned applications to review (work to do)
- the applications are on or past the Begin Review Period date, but the End Review Period date has not yet arrived
- To reduce the number of emails sent to these users, the system consolidates all changes to the Reviewer's assignments into one daily "digest" Reviewer email, sent each evening at 3 AM (CST). This is the only time at which Reviewer emails will be sent out by the system.

To remove a Reviewer from a group

- Locate the reviewer on the list
- Under the Role column, select None from the dropdown box next
- Click Update Reviewers
- When the page reloads, the user should be removed from the list of those with Reviewer portal access. The user will still have an active account, they just will no longer have access to the Reviewer portal or have any evaluations assigned to them.

What happens to saved or submitted reviews if I remove a reviewer from a group?

If your group is set to automatic assignments:

- The reviewer will no longer see this information in their portal
- The score will be removed from all calculations
- If that user is later added back to the group:
  - The existing saved/submitted reviews (with scores) will be restored to the portal
  - The scores will be restored to all calculations, including the All Reviews grid with no additional intervention
If your group is set to manual assignments:

- The reviewer will no longer see this information in their portal
- The score will be removed from all calculations
- If that user is later added back to the group:
  - Formerly assigned applications not yet begun will be restored
  - The existing saved/submitted reviews (with scores) will be restored to the portal
  - The scores will be restored to all calculations, including the All Reviews grid with no intervention

Do not forget to click on the “update” or “save” button under each tab if any changes were made.

4-Qualifications (optional): this allows you to further filter reviews that are assigned to the group through by setting additional qualifications on the review level.

Example: if the criteria is set for 3.0 and above Cumulative Undergraduate GPA and you have 200 applicants. Adding an additional qualification to bring in GPA greater than 3.8 may reduce your pool to 20 so you’re reviewers aren’t reviewing a large pool of applicants.

This is optional and is up to you and your committee to decide whether this is a feature to use.

5-Questions (optional): The questions tab is where you may include a series of questions that will be asked of your reviewers.

Example: Is this applicant a finalist? Why do you feel this applicant is the best choice? Is this applicant’s financial need temporarily?

Creating a new question

- Type in the question into the question box.
- For a single question, click “Single Question” to create just one question. Enter the question text, select the question type, and enter a maximum word count (if applicable). Click “Add” and click “Save Question”.
- For a question set, click “Question Set” to create a questions set. Enter the question set text to add the subsequent question(s) text(s), select the question type, and enter a maximum word count (if applicable). Click “Add Another Question” to this set to enter your additional questions. Click “Save Question”.
Adding an existing question to the template
To add an existing question (including one you just created) to the reviewer group template, click the “+” button next to the question. Close the question window, and click “Update Questions”

- Order: Use the gray bars to drag-and-drop questions to re-order questions.
- Edits: Click the Edit button next to the question to edit the question and/or answers.
- Removal: Remove a question from the template by clicking on X button beside the question.

Few best practice recommendations to keep in mind as you create new questions for your set:
Sorting and Ordering: Questions in a set “Question set” are ordered alphanumerically. So, be sure to number questions in your set (ex: 1., 2., 3., or a., b., c.,) to control the order of their appearance. The system will only recognize the numbers 1-9. If you intend on having more than 9 questions within a set, you should use the alphabet (for up to 26 questions).

6-Rubrics: this allows you to create your own rubrics.
- Name: Text or label of the rubric
- Min Score: lowest score possible
- Max Score: maximum score possible
- Offset: the intervals between scores. For example, an offset of “1” allows 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. and an offset of “2” allows 2, 4, 6, 8, etc.
- Weight: If there is an element you would like to carry more overall importance (such as Financial Need or Unusual Circumstances), you may “weight” it by a multiplying factor so that it produces a larger number (and thus raises the overall score for the application/applicant)

Please note: the weighing number is the multiplying factor only. It does not calculate percentage value of the total overall score.
Example: if you enter 10 and an applicant is given an overall score of 3, then the 3 will be multiplied by 10, so 30.
Example: If a reviewer assigns a 3 for financial need to a student and the weight is set to 2 then the student will receive a 6 for financial need. The 6 is then added together with the other rubric scores to produce a total.

To edit a created rubric:
- Click Edit beside the name of the rubric to make any necessary changes.
- Click Update Rubric

To disable a rubric:
- Click Edit beside the name of the rubric.
- Unmark the Enabled box.
- Click Update Rubric.
New Rubric

- **Name**: 
- **Help Text**: 
- **Min Score**: 0
- **Max Score**: 10
- **Offset**: 1
- **Weight**: 1

Enabled Rubrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Min Score</th>
<th>Max Score</th>
<th>Offset</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Give an overall rating of the application</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Edit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Financial Need</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Edit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Academic Performance</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Edit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Supplemental Materials</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Edit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Overall Impression of Applicant</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Edit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Applicant Grid view as a reviewer chair – Chair only
The reviewer chair will be able to see selected applicants in their application grid and their scores. Recipients will not be automatically selected. Each committee must discuss the outcome of their reviews amongst themselves as well as identify their recipients.

Viewing Reviewer Scores and Comments as a chair – Chair only
OPTION 1 – recommended option
1-Hover over “Reviews” to see both Reviewers and All Reviews completed. Click on “All Reviews” to view the individual review grids.

Click on “View” to see the reviewer’s rubric ratings, answers and comments if applicable.

The selection process
It may be best to select an alternate or two scholarship recipients in case, the first (1st) recipient becomes ineligible before the awards are paid out without requiring the committee to select an alternate recipient. This is for you and your committee to decide.

Once the committee has chosen a recipient(s), the reviewer chair must verify that the recipient(s) are qualified. Some scholarships may require information that may not be in KSN such as GPA in major, major professor, or require coursework, etc. It is up to the committee to review other software to help them with this process.

Follow step 1 through 7 under “Making an award to an applicant” if you are unsure on how to make the award to the selected recipient.
OPTION 2
You will need to switch your view from “Administrators” to “Reviewer”. This can be done by hovering over your name at the top left corner and clicking on the “Reviewer” role.

1-Click “Review to Chair” under the reviewer portal to see the reviewer grid. This will display the same grid shown under “OPTION 1”.

The “reviews” tab reveals a grid of the reviewer name, applicant name, review category, etc. This grid allows you to monitor reviewers to see how they are coming along with the review process. You’ll see the category that each reviewer is in, including drafted, submitted, or those that have not yet started. You can sort, move, save grids, download the grid as you would in a regular grid. You can also sort by the applicant name or reviewer name to see how they are coming along.

Reviewer Category:
- Submitted: completed reviews.
- Drafted: reviews have been started but have not been submitted.
- Blank: reviewer hasn’t started their review.

Reviewer grid helpful tips:
- Reviewer Categorized at: date they were moved into that category.
- Reviewer score: Average reviewer score.
- Reviewer Comments: Any comments provided by the reviewer (if applicable).
- Report: you can download the grid into an excel file.
Reassigning reviews if a reviewer cannot complete them

There might be situations in which a reviewer cannot complete their assignments. If your reviewer group is setup to “automatically assign” and is not setup to assign “Every Application to Every Reviewer”, the reviewer can be locked. Locking a reviewer will remove any un-submitted reviews (including started but not completed saved reviews) from the reviewer, and it will reassign those reviews to other members of the same group. The system will distribute this work evenly across the remaining reviewers. Any reviews already submitted by the reviewer will remain with the reviewer, and no new applications will be assigned to the reviewer.

Follow these steps in order to lock a reviewer:

1) Click “Opportunity” > Click “Evaluators” > Click “Reviewer Groups”.

2) Select Reviewer Group where the reviews need to be redistributed

3) Select the Reviewers tab
4) Mark the “Locked?” checkbox next to the reviewer that is unable to complete their reviews

5) Select Update Reviewers
**Viewing Applications from a Previous Cycle**

There may be an instance where you would want to view applications from a previous cycle to verify a current applicant has not previously been awarded a specific scholarship.

1-Click on the “portfolio details”

![Portfolio Details Image]

2-Click on the “Opportunity” tab.

![Opportunity Tab Image]

3- Click on the application number to be taken to a grid of applications for that cycle.

![Application Grid Image]

*Note: When cycle management (archiving of the old opportunities) occurs, changes to applications from the previous cycle can no longer take place. If you would like to confirm who was awarded the scholarship in a previous year in other ways than KSN, please contact the Office of Student Financial Assistance (SFA).*